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Design and product development

We design products and components for the play industry as a whole, but we
also work closely with our customers to help develop their products and
components.

Consistent innovation

CNC machining

As well as a host of regular machinery
we also have CNC machines with a
bed capability of up to
1520x3050mm, which give us a
consistent, fast, flexible and high
quality output for our machined
components.

We are always looking to innovate,
creating new and improved products
using new materials and processes.
We don’t just follow what our
competitors are offering, they follow
us!

HDPE welding

Thermo-forming

We are the innovators of large panel
thermo-forming for the play industry.
We have a computer controlled oven
which is capable of forming anything
from a small panel to a full sheet of
HDPE.

Electronics

We have expanded into electronics to
enhance many of our products. We
have experience with motion and
proximity sensors, sound replay, LED
displays and lighting as well as solar
and wind-up power generators. We
develop our own PCB’s using
commercial grade heavy duty
electronic components.

We have various HDPE welding
machines including an extrusion
welder, suitable for welding HDPE up
to 19mm thick and an injection welder,
suitable for joining thinner gauge
materials, detail work and spot welding
for plant-on’s.

Tube/Tunnel Cutting

Product assembly

We not only manufacture components
for our customers, we also have full
assembly and finishing departments
within our organisation, enabling us to
create finished products too.

We have a large diameter tube cutting
machine that is capable of cutting
tubes up to 800mm in diameter and
can cut angles as well as straight cuts
which we use for our crawl through
tunnels.

Extensive stockholding

We have an extensive range of HDPE
sheet and materials in our warehouse
at any one time, to accommodate our
growing customers at home and
around the World.

To see MORE new and interesting products please visit our website

Panel Inserts
Do you manufacture your own panels in HDPE, Timber or HPL?
Rather than buy a full panel from us, why not just purchase the smaller
activities and add them to your own panels or products.
Reduced freight costs
Reduced development costs
Less bought-in costs
Easy implementation

Round Tumble Ball Cog Insert
Turn the wheel to rotate the cogs. Watch
and listen to the 100's of ball bearings as
they tumble over the pins.

Mechanical Panel Inserts

Twist Bearing Run Insert
Rotate the insert and 100's of
stainless steel ball bearings run
down a zig-zag ball channel.

Spin Dice Insert

Spin the dice disc to roll your next
number, with a built in clicker this is
a great insert to add to board and
dice games.

Make it Rain Insert

Rotate the insert and 100's of tiny
stainless steel ball bearings that
cascade through baffles to create a
wonderful rain like sound.

River Rapids Insert

Move the sliding disc to the top of
the panel, let it go and watch it
tumble to the bottom.

Spin Maze Insert

Rotate the insert to navigate the
ball bearing around the maze from
start to finish.

Tile Slide Insert

Classic tile slide game with easy
sliding tiles, available in other
designs.

Spiral Shifter Insert

Rotate the insert and the small
puck moves around the spiral
depending on the rotation.

3 in a Row Insert

Easy-glide counters in slots make
this game popular, fun and easy to
play.

NEW Mini Mechanical Panel Inserts

Mini Make it Rain Insert
Rotate the insert and watch
the tiny balls tumble over
the rain baffles.

Mini Spiral Shifter Insert
Rotate the insert and watch
the puck move around the
spiral.

Mini Tumbling Balls Insert Mini 3 in a Row Insert
Rotate the insert and watch Easy-glide counters in slots
the tiny balls churn around
make this game popular,
the drum.
fun and easy to play.
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Mini Tile Slide Insert
Classic tile slide game with
easy sliding tiles, available
in other designs.

Battery Powered Panel Inserts
NEW PCB with Improved Performance
Time never stands still in electronics and we have been busy too! Our new sound
PCB has new features, more memory, better volume control and 2 to 3 times the
playback time on the same batteries as previous models.
2-3 times the playback
Better volume control
Low battery warning

Play & Tune Chime Insert

6 note pentatonic chime panel
(no wrong notes), with random play function
and a “Tune” function that plays an intro which
the children can then touch any chime in any
order to recreate that tune. Comes with 3 pre
programmed nursery rhymes.
This is a great option for really young children.

Piano Insert

Plays 8 notes C-C in a classic piano
style.

Drum Kit Insert

Plays 8 drum and cymbal sounds.

Synthesizer Insert

Plays 8 notes C-C in electric piano
style.

Lead Guitar Insert

Plays 8 notes C-C in electric rock
guitar style.

&

Bass Guitar Insert

Plays 8 notes C-C in electric rock
bass guitar style.

Counting Cuckoo Insert

Rotating hour hand with “tic-toc”
and “cuckoo” sounds as well as
simple game play.

Buzz Reactions Insert

Reactions game against the clock
with voice commands.

Sunny Side Farm Insert

Selection of farm animal sounds
and the “Old MacDonald” music
extract.

Shapes Reactions Insert

Reactions game against the clock
with voice commands.

Driving Insert

Steering wheel panel with
electronic car sounds: ignition,
wipers, turn signal and horn.

Lights

Memory & Reactions Insert
LED lights and sounds, 2 games in
1 to test reactions against the
clock and memory skills.

Do Not Touch Insert

Plays a random sequence of silly
sounds including: glass smashing,
sirens, alarms, trumpet and
screams...etc.

To see MORE new and interesting products please visit our website

RotoGen Powered Panel Inserts

Lights
&

RotoGen Nursery Rhymes Insert
Turn the rotor and the unit auto-plays a
selection of classic nursery rhymes.

RotoGen Shapes Reactions

RotoGen Crazy Fun Insert

Turn the rotor and the unit auto-plays crazy
and funny sounds - This unit can be
programmed with custom sounds of your
choice.

RotoGen Buzz Reactions

RotoGen Reactions Game Insert

Featuring LED lights and sounds to test your
reactions against the clock, now with more
efficient and enhanced light modules.

RotoGen Sunny Side Farm

RotoGen Piano Insert

Reactions Insert game against the
clock with colours and shapes voice
commands.

Reactions Insert game against the
clock with shapes, colours and a
“buzz” wildcard voice commands.

Insert with selection of farm animal
sounds and the “Old MacDonald”
music extract.

Plays 8 notes C-C in a classic piano
style.

RotoGen Drum Kit Insert

RotoGen Synthesizer Insert

RotoGen Lead Guitar Insert

RotoGen Bass Guitar Insert

Plays 8 drum and cymbal sounds.

Plays 8 notes C-C in electric piano
style.

Plays 8 notes C-C in electric rock
guitar style.

Plays 8 notes C-C in electric rock
bass guitar style.

Solar Panel Inserts
Solar power is now
available as an option on all
of our panel inserts.
The highly durable and safe
epoxy solar panel can be
mounted directly onto the
panel insert, making the
unit a self powering, play
module that you can simply
fit and forget.

Solar Stopwatch Insert

4-digit LCD stopwatch with timing
up to 30 minutes.

Solar Farm Sounds Insert

Plays 6 farm animal sounds along
with a tractor and the Old
MacDonald tune.
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Solar Drum Kit Insert

Plays 8x realistic rock drum kit
sounds including drums and
cymbals.

PlayTronic Sounds Panels

RotoGen Shapes Reactions
Reactions game involving colours
and shapes against the clock with
voice commands.

Shapes Reactions Panel

Reactions game involving colours
and shapes against the clock with
voice commands.

Can You - Active Panel

Plays a random sequence of
questions asking you to do various
activities.

RotoGen Crazy Fun Panel

Auto play unit which plays crazy
and funny sounds.
This unit can be programmed with
custom sounds of your choice.

Sunny Side Farm Panel

Selection of farm animal sounds
and the “Old MacDonald” music
extract.

Can You - Colours Panel

Plays a random sequence of
questions asking you to point to
something in of that colour.

RotoGen Nursery Rhymes

Auto play panel playing 6 different
nursery rhymes when you turn the
rotor.

Counting Cuckoo Panel

Rotating hour hand with “tic-toc”
and “cuckoo” sounds as well as
simple game play.

Noises Panel

Buzz Reactions Game

Reactions game against the clock
with voice commands and a
random “Buzz” to mix it up.

Simon Says Panel

Plays a random sequence of Simon
says questions and non-Simon
questions to try and catch you out.

Driving Play Panel

Plays a random sequence of silly
sounds including: glass smashing,
sirens, alarms, trumpet,
screams...etc.

Steering wheel panel with
electronic car sounds: ignition,
wipers, turn signal and horn.

Ambulance

Fire Truck

Emergency Services Panels
Imaginative role play panels where
children can play at being some of
the heroes and heroines of the
community.
These panels include electronic
sound effects including: sirens,
horns, engines and radio
dispatcher.

Police Car

To see MORE new and interesting products please visit our website

PlayTronic Musical Panels
NEW PCB with Improved
Performance
Time never stands still in electronics and we have been busy
too! Our new sound PCB has new features, more memory,
better volume control and 2 to 3 times the playback time on
the same batteries as the previous model.
2-3 times the playback
Better volume control
Low battery warning

Piano Panel

Plays 8 notes C-C in a classic piano
style.

Chimes Play Panel with Tunes

6 note pentatonic chime panel (no wrong
notes), with random play function and a “Tune”
function that plays an intro which the children
can then touch any chime in any order to
recreate that tune.
Comes with 3 nursery rhymes programmed in
to the unit.

Drum Kit Panel

Plays 8 drum and cymbal sounds.

Lead Guitar Panel

Plays 8 notes C-C in electric rock
guitar style.

Bass Guitar Panel

Plays 8 notes C-C in electric rock
bass guitar style.

RotoGen Musical Panels
NEW PCB, Power Management and Programming

Synthesizer Panel

Plays 8 notes C-C in electric piano
style.

The latest RotoGen electronics are packed with improvements to
enhance the performance, intuitiveness and usability, including
new programming that allows the user to simply turn and play
the activity, the more you turn the longer the play back time.
RotoGen Piano Panel

Plays 8 notes C-C in a classic piano
style.

RotoGen Drum Kit Panel

Plays 8 drum and cymbal sounds.

RotoGen Lead Guitar Panel
Plays 8 notes C-C in electric rock
guitar style.

RotoGen Bass Guitar Panel
Plays 8 notes C-C in electric rock
bass guitar style.
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RotoGen Synthesizer Panel
Plays 8 notes C-C in electric piano
style.

PlayTronic LED Light & Sound Games

Air Piano Panel

This is a really good
inclusive sensory
musical product that
you can play by touch
or by waving your
hands in front of the
piano sensor pads.

Fairground Side Show Panel

Bubble Memory & Reactions Game

This large panel 7 sensor LED game is
switchable between the Reactions game where
you react to the lights, touching them to
switch them off and score points or the
Memory game where you watch and repeat
the steadily increasing sequence until you get
it wrong 3 times. Both games are easy to
follow with narrated instructions.

Memory & Reactions Game Panel

LED lights and sounds, 2 games in 1 to test
reactions against the clock and memory skills.

Large panel 8 sensor reactions game where as
the LED sensor units light up, you need to
touch them to turn them off again and see
how many you can do in 30 seconds. The
game is easy to follow with narrated
instructions and fun feedback sounds (”quack”,
tin can rattle, glass smashing and target) as
you are scoring points. Available with and
without the LED 2-digit display.

Tin Can Alley Reactions Game

When the LED sensor units light up, you need
to touch them to turn them off again and see
how many you can do in 30 seconds.

It has a fast response for this type of
technology and you can play up to 4 notes
simultaneously. The sensory stimulation is
enhanced by LED note lights that light up as
you play.
The way the Air Piano is activated means
that you can play the instrument with any
part of the body including your head, which
makes it the ideal inclusive instrument for
both able bodied and disabled users. This unit
can be themed and customised with different
sounds and activities, please cal if you would
like to discuss further.

RotoGen Reactions Game Panel

LED lights and sounds to test your reactions
against the clock, featuring our human
powered generator.

Sport Reactions Wall
Indoor/outdoor
Active fun fitness
Reactions or Memory
High visibility LED’s
Power options
Customisable
We’ve taken the very popular Memory and
Reactions game electronics and added it to a
large sports wall to create a fun fitness
activity for all ages. Ideal for indoor play
centres and sports facilities with wired power.
The Sports Reactions Wall can also be
installed outdoors with other power options.

To see MORE new and interesting products please visit our website

Solar Daisy Chain Reactions Game
Designed to be a focal point in the play area and to add some physical
exercise for the children as they move between the sensors playing the
games.
There are 2 switchable games included, a Reactions game where you react to
the lights, touching them to switch them off and score points or the Memory
game where you watch and repeat the steadily increasing sequence until you
get it wrong 3 times. Both games are easy to follow with narrated
instructions and scoring.

Solar Powered

The Solar Daisy Chain Reactions has been updated with new improved
polycarbonate light sensor modules and solar panel surround, making it more
durable, better looking and easier to maintain. The framework is fabricated in
stainless steel and is supplied ready to bolt together, with the cable routing
within the framework this unit can be surface mounted.

Lights
&

Physical, challenging and fun
2 easy to play switchable games
Cool white LED’s for daylight visibility
Stainless steel construction
All year round solar power

RotoGen Pedestal
A neat and tidy way to mount and install our
individual RotoGen activities without the need for
power or battery changes, simply install the
pedestal and play.
The pedestal is a high quality stainless steel
cylinder with brackets for floor fixing and activity
installation.
Choose any of our RotoGen activities for pedestal mounting

RotoGen Pedestal Piano

8x notes C to C with traditional piano sounds.

RotoGen Pedestal Drums
8 electronic drum kit sounds

RotoGen Pedestal Nursery Rhymes
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6 nursery rhymes to play back

e Symphony

Polycarbonate colours available...

Electronic music instruments with touch sensitive
chime bars and switchable instrument sounds.

High quality sound reproduction
2 octave pentatonic scale (no wrong notes)
Switchable instrument sounds
Inclusive touch sensitive chime bars
Stainless steel and HDPE construction
4 polycarbonate colours to choose from
Low voltage wired OR solar power
Colour shadows cast in sunlight
NO mallets or beaters required

Red

Yellow

Tough, durable stainless steel framework

Vertical Wired eMarimba

Horizontal Wired eMarimba

To see MORE new and interesting products please visit our website

Blue

Green

Solar Powered

Sunlight shining through the
tinted polycarbonate casts
coloured shadows on the ground

Elegant stainless steel structure

Vertical Solar eMarimba

Horizontal Solar eMarimba

Adjustable solar panel can be rotated in 60
degree increments
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Active and Moving Parts Panels

Giant 4 in a Row Game

Fun game with 48 movable red and yellow
sliding discs that glide effortlessly around the
panel, so no loose parts to lose.

Airlock Cog Panel

Planetary gear panel with 6x rotating cogs
safely located behind a polycarbonate window.

Make it Rain Panel

Rotate the large drum, watch and listen as
hundreds of tiny ball bearings drop through
the different levels.

See all these panels working on

3 in a Row Panel

This smaller version has 16 movable red and
yellow sliding discs to play the game. Also
available in themed Cats and Dogs version.

Tumble Ball Panel

Turn the wheel to rotate the cogs. Watch and
listen to the 1000's of ball bearings tumble
over the pins.

Twist Bearing Run Panel

Rotate the large drum, watch and listen as
hundreds of tiny ball bearings run down the
zig-zag channel.

Tile Slide Frog Panel

Popular tile slide puzzle where the tiles slide
effortless and without snagging. Also available
in Snake and Butterfly designs.

Children at Work Cog Panel

Turn the wheel to rotate the cogs. Watch and
listen to the mechanical cog action.

Ball Maze Panel

Rotating maze with a stainless steel ball
covered with a polycarbonate panel.

Pinball Panel

Tell Me The Time Panel

Today’s Weather is...

A safe, spring loaded pin shoots the ball up
into the panel and ricochets into the scoring
zones and back to the start.

Popular clock panel with rotating hour and
minute hand discs, the clock also features
minute graduations and labelling.

Fun, weather recording panel with rotating
conditions and temperature pointers.

To see MORE new and interesting products please visit our website

See all these panels working on

Puppy Maze Panel

Tactile maze panel with puppy paw sliding disc
to navigate around the maze to get from the
start to the finish.

Tangle Play Panel

Based on the famous "Twister" game, this
panel should be installed with a surface that
has corresponding coloured discs to complete
the game (not included).

Village Shop

This fun activity role play panel has a shop
counter top, plant-on graphics and rotating
“open” and “closed” sign.

Solar Explorer Panel

Slide the explorer discs around the panel and
visit each of the 4x rotating planets, which turn
to engage a new direction to another planet.

Formula Racing Panel

The Formula Racing Play Panel is a fun counter
racing game featuring a 1-3 spinner and our
t-slot easy glide sliding disc counters.

Sunflower Sums

Slide the discs to create the sums and write
them down along with the answers on the
integral chalkboard.

Clockwork Clock Panel

Mechanical cog panel with "hours" and
"minutes" rotating discs that turn cogs that
move the hour and minute clock hands.

Tic Tac Toe Panel

Individually rotating “x” and “o” blocks give
this version of the popular Tic Tac Toe/Noughts
& Crosses game a smooth and positive feel.

Abacus 2 Play Panel

Colourful and fun the Abacus has 3 sets of 9
counters on stainless steel rails.

Pachinko Panel

Daisy Head Panel

Who Pairs Wins Panel

The pachinko ball is fired up into the panel
with a pinball style spring firing pin and the
ball bounces off the pins on the way down.

Turn the 2 rotating drums, watch and listen as
hundreds of tiny ball bearings churn around in
the Daisy Heads.

Rotating, flip around spinners are used to play
this simple pairs game.
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Percussion Musical Panels

Charlie the Crocodile Panel

Musically tuned aluminium flat chimes with
2x mallets/beaters.
ASTM Compliant Design

Mike the Monkey Panel

Musically tuned composite chimes with 2x
mallets/beaters.
ASTM Compliant Design

Hardwood Xylophone Panel

Musically tuned hardwood chimes create a
deep and rich sound with 2x mallets/beaters.
ASTM Compliant Design

Stainless Steel Tongue Drum

Musically tuned tongue drum made from 316
stainless steel to create an oriental style
sound, with 1x mallet/beater.
ASTM Compliant Design

Musically tuned instruments for supervised play

Wally the Walrus Panel

Musically tuned composite chimes with 2x
mallets/beaters.
ASTM Compliant Design

Ally Tube Glockenspiel Panel

Musically tuned aluminium tube chimes with
2x mallets/beaters.
ASTM Compliant Design

Bells Play Panel

Musically tuned stainless steel bells create a
unique sound with 1x mallet/beater.
ASTM Compliant Design

Shaker Panel

The Shaker Panel has 2 different size, easy to
turn, rotating drums which have 2 different
gauge stainless steel ball bearings in them.
ASTM Compliant Design

Percy the Penguin Panel

Musically tuned aluminium flat chimes with
2x mallets/beaters.
ASTM Compliant Design

Ally Flat Glockenspiel Panel

Musically tuned aluminium flat chimes with
2x mallets/beaters.
ASTM Compliant Design

Hand Chimes Panel

The musically tuned aluminium chimes on
this panel do not require a tethered
mallet/beater to play.
ASTM Compliant Design

Bongos Panel

3 x different size and sounding bongos,
which are attached to the panel at an angle
for easy playing.
ASTM Compliant Design

To see MORE new and interesting products please visit our website

Eco-Music
Musically tuned
Superb sound quality
Play by colour
ASTM compliant designs
With or without posts

Eco-Tube Chimes

Eco-Flat Chimes

Complete with 2x mallets/beaters.

Available in high and low octaves and
complete with 2x mallets/beaters.

High and Low Octave
Eco-Flat Chimes Set

Alternative angled layout, supplied
with 4x mallets/beaters.

Eco-Tall Tube Chimes

Complete with 2x mallets/beaters.

NEW Eco-Bell Tree

Complete with 1x mallet/beater.

Eco-Bongo Tree

Eco-Tongue Drum

Play by hand, no mallet/beater required.

Eco-Bongos

Large diameter bongos played by hand.

Aluminium anodised bongos with polymer tops
are played by hand.

Eco-Rain Wheel

Large diameter drum containing hundreds of
stainless steel ball bearings which rattle around
making a rain type sound as they go.
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Spring Playtime

All our Spring Playtime products
are TUV tested and certified

We have been designing and manufacturing high quality spring riders for over 14 years and what our customers like
about our spring riders is the off the shelf availability of both the product and the spare parts, along with their durability
and reliability. This doesn’t make them the cheapest on the market, but they certainly are among the very best you can
buy; and of course there are the designs, which the children love and many of which have become iconic in the
playground.

Olivia the Octopus Spring Seesaw

Seal 4-Way Spring Seesaw

Terence the Pterodactyl Spring Seesaw

Parrot 4-Way Spring Seesaw

Belle the Bumble Bee Spring Seesaw

2-Way Spring Rocker

4-Way Spring Rocker

NEW Curve Spring Riders

This is a new range of urban style spring riders manufactured
using rolled stainless steel tube which has a 10 year structural
guarantee, heavy duty HDPE seats and safe nylon end caps
for the hand and foot holds. The Curve range of spring riders
are tested and certified by TUV to EN1176 and as always the
springs are covered by a 5 year guarantee against structural
failure.
Manufactured in the UK all the spare parts are available off
the shelf.

Curve Sit-In Spring Rocker

Curve Sit-On Spring Rocker

Stainless Steel Tube Construction

Curve Spring Rocker

Curve Spring Seesaw

Heavy Duty HDPE Seats

To see MORE new and interesting products please visit our website

All our Spring Playtime products
are TUV tested and certified

Lily (Ladybird)

Cecil (Caterpillar)

Betty (Bee)

Sydney (Snail)

Stegosaurus

Triceratops

Dolphin

Cluck (Chicken)

Minivan

Billy (Goat)

Surf Rider - Surf

Parrot

Lion

Dumper

Oink (Pig)

Surf Rider - Flower

Seal

Elephant

Tractor

Neigh (Horse)

Surf Rider - Wave

T-Rex

Woof (Dog)

Butterfly

Aeroplane

Baa (Sheep)

Spring Plank
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Diplodocus

Quack (Duck)

Whale

Car

Moo (Cow)

Spring Disc

Early Years Fun Trail
Fun Trail units have been designed primarily for early years and lower
school children with extra safety features designed in.
All tread surfaces have slip-resistant surface materials. The units are
manufactured using high quality HDPE and recycled plastic lumber
components so there will be no rot, cracks or splinters to worry about.
You can customise any of the units to suit your own customer's
requirements or to suit your own product range.
Durable HDPE panel construction
Recycled plastic lumber posts
Safe anti-skid surface materials
Stainless steel fasteners
Easy assembly and installation

Individual Elements
All the Fun Trail elements can be purchased individually and you can choose your
own colour scheme if required from our single colour HDPE range: Red, Yellow,
Blue, Green, Violet and Orange.

Scramble Tunnel

Mini Hump Back
Bridge

Arched Balance
Ramp

Wave Ramp

Agility Run

Curved Stepping
Stones

Curved Balance Beams

Stepping Stones

Balance Beams

Stretch Posts

Stepping Flowers

To see MORE new and interesting products please visit our website

Crawl-Thru Play Tunnels
Crawl-thru tunnels are designed to be freestanding and can be anchored to the ground if
required. The tunnels are constructed using thermo-formed half round panels, joined
together with two purpose made anodised aluminium extrusions. They are available in
1200mm and 2400mm standard tunnel lengths, but can be specified in any length up to
2400mm in a choice of colours and designs to suit your scheme.

Durable 12mm thick thermo-formed tunnel walls
Permanently engraved tunnel graphics
Custom designs available
TUV certified product
Dinosaur Tunnel

Secret Woods Tunnel

Lion Tunnel

Tiger Tunnel

Zebra Tunnel

Keith the Caterpillar

This fun new design uses our ribbed buried
tunnel tube for the crawl-thru part of Keith
the Caterpillar and features colourful
contrasting HDPE segments to create his
playful character.

Buried Crawl-Thru Play Tunnels
Underground Tunnels

We manufacture bespoke tunnels with
various end panel configurations and in
different diameters if you are looking to
create a tunnel in a dirt mound or under soil.
The tubes are cut in house and the ends are
either welded or mechanically fixed
depending on the application.
The benefits of this type of play tunnel are its
sheer strength and ability not to crush with
the weight of soil on top of it. We have
tested it to over 1000Kg of weight bearing
down on the tunnel with no adverse effects.
An advantage of this play tunnel over the
colourful above ground versions is the lower
price, making it much more cost effective.
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Underground Tunnel
with Vertical Entry Panels

Underground Tunnel
with Angled Entry Panels

Early Years Play
Steam Express Train Set

PlayTronic
Sounds
Available

Ernie the Engine
Early Years Train Set

Features a crawl-through tunnel at
the front and seating throughout
the train and carriages.

Available to buy individually or as a
complete set.

PlayTronic
Sounds
Available

Toby the Tractor
Early Years Farm Yard Set

Available to buy individually or as a
complete set.

Terry the Tractor and Activity Trailer

Terry has a crawl through tunnel, steering wheel
and seating, while the Activity Trailer includes 3 farm themed activity games and
fun farm animals. There is seating for lots of children and you can order an optional
electronic dashboard panel which plays back tractor and farm sounds

PlayTronic
Sounds
Available

Fire and Rescue Truck

Features a slip-resistant floor, dashboard with
steering wheel, bench seat, steps and a
stainless steel fireman's pole.

Pirate Ship

Features built in seating, slip resistant floor,
plant-on graphics, ships mast and pirate flag.

Yellow Sub

Fishing Boat

Features built in seating, slip resistant floor,
plant-on graphics, ships wheel and a roof unit.

Play Huts

Features polycarbonate bubble windows and
bubble mirror, spinning wheel and bench seat.

Each unit has a bench seat and a counter to enhance the
role play. You can also customize your play huts including
your own graphic designs and colour options.

Nessie Play Elements

Themed set of activities for
school playgrounds including
seating, climbing, activities,
music and storage. Available
to buy individually or as a
complete set.
Nessie Head Chalkboard

Play Picnic Table

Over and Under Tunnel

Climb-Over Storage

Tail Glockenspiel
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